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Free bus travel for under 22s

The Young Persons Scheme

What we know already about free travel and island communities

Questions

1  Do you think that the provision of free bus travel to all young people aged under 22 will have an effect on island communities which is
significantly different from the effect on other communities in Scotland?

please respond in the box below:

Yes. Scottish Islands Federation (SIF) supports the proposed free bus travel, and its long term aims concerning sustainable travel and access to
opportunities but has real concerns that the proposal, in its current form, will be meaningless to many young people living in the islands and may, in fact,
amplify the inequalities they already face surrounding access to opportunities, facilities and services and the cost of living which is already significantly
higher than in the mainland. SIF therefore welcomes this further ICIA consultation.

In general, there is limited bus provision in the islands, with travel by ferry or inter-island plane providing the equivalent, and therefore free bus travel
alone will simply not provide the level of access to facilities and services that free bus transport on the mainland will offer. Some examples are included
below:

In Westray, for example, the bus route only takes passengers to and from the ferry terminals. It is then the ferry or the inter-island flights which are the
essential travel link for young people to access opportunities. It is only via these links that certain essential services can be accessed. This includes but is
not limited to; healthcare (including dentistry), the optician, educational opportunities (such as Orkney College, driving lessons or local authority
community education opportunities), hairdressing, work-experience opportunities, and advocacy/citizens advice.

A student from the Isle of Bute, for example, traveling on a daily basis to college in Greenock will still have a weekly cost of GBP 33.50 per week to meet
compared with somebody in the same class who travels roughly the same distance from Largs to Greenock each day free of charge.

If a young person in Foula wished to enjoy the same level as free travel as those on mainland Scotland, they would require to not just have a plane
journey, but also a bus journey from the airport to the ferry terminal and then an overnight ferry journey to merely get to Aberdeen. The scheme as it is
proposed will simply exacerbate the real difference in opportunities for our island young people. To bring real parity, the scheme will need to provide free
transport from Unst to Dumfries and Skerries to Glasgow, and beyond.

In terms of it’s impact on young Yell residents, the daily cost of ferry fares to commute from the island is £6, which is equivalent to £30 for a 5 day week,
or £1,560 per year.
It had been possible to reduce this to £12.50 for a 5 day week through the use of multi-journey tickets, which had to be purchased in blocks of 10 at a cost
of £25 and would cover 2 weeks travel. Multi-journey tickets are however currently suspended, so in order to access any islander discount individuals
have to register for an account with Shetland Islands Council and are then billed monthly.

2  If so, are there measures that the Scottish Government might consider to mitigate any adverse effects on island communities in relation to
the provision of free bus travel to under 22s specifically?

please respond in the box below:

To many young islanders, the cost of the ferry journey (or plane) is the main barrier to participation and access, and the plan, as it currently stands,
introduces a further level of inequality for young people in the islands due to geography, and limited connections and infrastructure.

To mitigate this, SIF would strongly support inclusion of ferry travel as well as inter-island flight connections, where required, for island residents.

SIF also recognises potential for Island Community Transport schemes to play a positive role facilitating affordable access to opportunities for young
people where island bus services are limited.

We believe the positive impact of such a policy would be far reaching for young islanders as well as influencing the wider sustainability of fragile island
populations. Using an ICIA consultation as the policy basis also provides credible evidence of the National Islands Plan and ‘island proofing’ working as
intended.
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What is your name?



Name:
Camille Dressler

What is your email address?

Email:
kirsty@scottish-islands-federation.co.uk

Are you responding as an individual or an organisation?

Organisation

What is your organisation?

Organisation:
Scottish Islands Federation

The Scottish Government would like your permission to publish your consultation response. Please indicate your publishing preference:

Publish response with name

We will share your response internally with other Scottish Government policy teams who may be addressing the issues you discuss. They may
wish to contact you again in the future, but we require your permission to do so. Are you content for Scottish Government to contact you
again in relation to this consultation exercise?

Yes

I confirm that I have read the privacy policy and consent to the data I provide being used as set out in the policy.

I consent

Evaluation

Please help us improve our consultations by answering the questions below. (Responses to the evaluation will not be published.)

Matrix 1 - How satisfied were you with this consultation?:
Very satisfied

Please enter comments here.:

Matrix 1 - How would you rate your satisfaction with using this platform (Citizen Space) to respond to this consultation?:
Very satisfied

Please enter comments here.:
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